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Feb 12, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1
140 pages
6.00" x 9.00"

9780776623351

Canada's Official Languages: Policy Versus Work Practice in the Federal Public Service
Politics and Public Policy
Helaina Gaspard

Canada’s official languages legislation fundamentally altered the composition and operational considerations of
federal institutions. With legislative change, Canada’s public service has achieved the equitable representation
of its two official languages groups, provided services to the public in both official languages, and has codified
rights for public servants to work in their official language of choice. On paper, the regime is robust. In practice,
there is a persistent divergence between policy and practice, as English dominates as the regular language of
work in the federal public service. Through an historical institutionalist lens based on extensive archival
research and semi-structured interviews, Gaspard shows that the implementation of official languages policy in
the federal public service from 1967–2013 could not challenge the predominance of English as the operating
language of the federal public service. The analysis of the roles of actors, ideas and institutions that influenced
the policy implementation process show that a lack of structural change, inadequate managerial engagement,
and a false sense that both official languages are equally ingrained in the public service explain the persistence
of English as the dominant language of work.

Paperback | $29.95
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Press
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200 pages
5.50" x 8.00"

9780776627731

Divided Highways: Road Narrative and Nationhood in Canada
Canadian Literature Collection
Heather Macfarlane

This book establishes the existence of a road trip genre in the literatures of Canada. Geography
describes the land, and history peoples it, just as memories connect you to place. This is why road trips are
such a feature of Anglophone, Québécois and Indigenous writing in Canada, allowing the travelers to claim, at
least symbolically, the terrain they have traversed. It is the intersection of history and geography that makes a
journey so significant, nourishing a sense of place or revealing the lack of it. Examining the road trips
undertaken therefore tells us much about the specific interests of the three general groups at the centre of this
study. Their desire, and, in some cases, necessity to travel, the traveling companions and destinations they
choose, and the histories they create on the land they are covering are indicative of their particular sense of
place and nationhood within the country. In order to demonstrate this phenomenon, the book examines works
by a variety of Anglophone, Québécois and Indigenous writers, including Gilles Archambault, Jeannette
Armstrong, Jill Frayne, Tomson Highway, Linda Hogan, Scott Gardiner, Claude Jasmin, Robert Kroetsch, Lee
Maracle, Jacques Poulin, Aritha van Herk and Paul Villeneuve. A comparative approach to literatures in
Canada is the logical continuation of postcolonial studies in that it reveals the intricacies and specificities of
various communities, contributing to a more complete understanding of multiple national collectivities. It also
offers an important counternarrative to transnational studies.
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360 pages
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9780776627779

Place-Making in the Pretty Harbour: The Archaeology of Port Joli, Nova Scotia
Mercury
Matthew Betts

The book describes in detail the findings of five seasons (2008-2012) of survey and excavation in Port Joli, and
ten years of laboratory analysis, undertaken by the Canadian Museum of History, in collaboration with Acadia
First Nation. It also incorporates data recovered from previous archaeological work conducted in Port Joli by
Erskine, Raddall, Millard, and others, providing a complete synthesis of one of Nova Scotia’s richest Indigenous
archaeological records. 
Reviving the art of a traditional archaeology “site monograph”, the work provides a complete presentation of all
the archaeological information recovered, including full-colour artifact plates, technical drawings, profiles, and
maps, in addition to a complete data description and synthesis. 
The final chapter presents a culture history of the Port Joli, summarizing how the “pretty harbour” became a
central place for Mi’kmaq prior to the arrival of Europeans.
A copublication with the Canadian Museum of History.
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9780776627793

Leo Tolstoy in Conversation with Four Peasant Sectarian Writers : The Complete Correspondence

Andrew Donskov , John Woodsworth

The theme of the peasantry is central throughout most of Tolstoy’s long career. His obsession with
this class is seen not just as a matter of social or humanitarian concern, but as a response to the questions of
“how to live a good life” and “what is the meaning of life that an inevitable death will not destroy?” These
questions plagued him his entire life. The letters he exchanged with the four major peasant sectarian writers
(Bondarev, Zheltov, Verigin, and Novikov) reveal that Tolstoy was matched as a profound thinker by his
correspondents, as they converse on religious-moral questions, the meaning of life and how one should strive
to find it, and on a wide array of burning social and personal problems. Reading through the analysis and the
extensively annotated letters as a unified whole, elucidates the progressive development of the ideas they
shared (and where these diverged) and which guided Tolstoy’s and his correspondents’ lives. Juxtaposing
Tolstoy’s letters with those of his four sectarian correspondents makes them even more significant as it shows
them in their original context – a dialogue, or conversation. Also, with the aim to present the conversation in an
even broader context, Andrew Donskov briefly discusses Tolstoy’s relationship with peasants in general as well
as with each of the four individual writers in particular. In addition, he provides a background sketch of two
major religious groups, namely the Doukhobors and the Molokans, both of which still claim sizeable populations
of followers in North America today. Originally published in 2008 by the Slavic Research Group at the University
of Ottawa under the title Leo Tolstoy and Russian peasant sectarian writers: Selected correspondence, the
expanded University of Ottawa Press edition includes 44 letters never published in English, out of the total 155
letters. Correspondence translated by John Woodsworth.
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Moving Images of Eternity: George Grant's Critique of Time, Teaching, and Technology
Education
William F Pinar

While there are studies of George Grant’s political philosophy and theology, there was no sustained study of his
teaching, and specifically its relation to these. No study to date has drawn extensively on the collected works –
including talks to teachers and his D.Phil. thesis at Oxford – or upon his biography, the collected letters, and
the vast secondary literature. Intended to serve as a reference book for students of Grant as well as a textbook
for students of education, Pinar emphasizes Grant’s timeliness, underscoring his prescience in identifying and
critiquing educational issues fifty years ago – academic vocationalism, educational technology, privatization of
schooling, the ascendency of research over teaching – that are relevant today. Grant was also concerned with
the fate of what he termed particularity within Canada and globally, and worried that economic globalization
would erase distinctive national histories and cultures. Replacing these would be a world state, universal and
homogeneous, representing the worst tyranny humanity has known. Grant foresaw current issues of right-wing
populism, notably in the UK and the US, as reactions against these historical tendencies.
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Ethical Hacking
Law, Technology and Media
Alana Maurushat

The first part of the 21st century will likely go down in history as the era when ethical hackers opened
governments. The line of transparency is moving by force. The twitter page for Wikileaks demonstrates this
ethos through its motto “we open governments” and its location to be “everywhere”. At the same time, we see a
battle between major technology companies such as Apple trying to make more secure products and to protect
customer data, while at the same time governments moving to restrict and decrypt new secure encryption
technologies.  
Meanwhile, the market for security vulnerabilities grows with computer security experts able to sell software
vulnerabilities from key technologies such as Apple and Google from $10,000 to $1.5 million dollars. Security
activism is on the rise.  
Ethical Hacking is the non-violent use of a technology in pursuit of a cause, political or otherwise which is often
legally and morally ambiguous. Ethical hacking may involve the acts of professional penetration intrusion testers
and computer security experts, as other forms of emerging actions such as hacktivism and online civil
disobedience.  
Increasingly, Hacktivism is a form of ethical hacking and also a form of civil rights activism in the digital age.
Hacktivists believe in two general but spirited principles: respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms
including freedom of expression and personal privacy, and the responsibility of government to be open,
transparent and fully accountable to the public. In practice, however, hacktivists are as diverse in their
backgrounds as they are in their agendas.  
How courts and governments will deal with hacking attempts which operate in a grey zone of the law and where
different ethical views collide remains to be seen, as there are no exceptions to the cybercrime/computer crime
provisions for security research or public interest in most jurisdictions around the globe. It will be equally difficult
to determine how civil rights will apply to hacktivism. 
A fundamental discussion of key societal questions.
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A Reluctant Welcome for Jewish People : Voices in Le Devoir's Editorials, 1910-1947
Canadian Studies
Pierre Anctil , Tonu Onu

Le Devoir’s position with respect to the Montreal Jewish community and Judaism more broadly has
been one of the most discussed historiographical issues in Canadian Jewish history. Indeed, the editorials
published by Le Devoir are of great historiographical significance, as they are representative of the reaction of
the nationalist Francophone elite to the Jewish presence in Montreal, to German Nazi State anti-Semitism and
to the Shoah. A number of works written by English-speaking authors describe Le Devoir as a typical example
of French Canada’s ideological stance of defensiveness during the 1930s and its inclination to adopt a hostile
position towards Jews. However, until now, no serious study has been carried out to support or refute this
thesis. Pierre Anctil proposes a new reading of the editorials published in the pages of Le Devoir from 1910 to
1947 – from the founding of the newspaper by Henri Bourassa until the death of its second director, Georges
Pelletier. During that time, approximately 200 editorials – or two percent of the total number of editorials – were
devoted to Jews and Judaism. Anctil selected 60 of these for inclusion in this book and provides insightful
commentary on each one.  From this collection of editorials and accompanying in-depth analysis, it is finally
possible to obtain a clearer idea of what anti-Semitism looked like in Le Devoir and by extension in Quebec
society.Paperback | $29.95
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Man Should Rejoice, by Hugh MacLennan : A Critical Edition
Canadian Literature Collection
Colin Hill , Hugh MacLennan

Man Should Rejoice is one of two hitherto unpublished novels by acclaimed novelist Hugh MacLennan.
Completed in 1937 and left unpublished due to economic conditions during the Great Depression, it lay in the
McGill archives until now. This critical edition of Man Should Rejoice , which is also the first-ever publication of
the work, is comprised of a critical introduction, a bibliography of published and unpublished sources, a fully-
edited text based on a typescript of the novel, a list of textual emendations, and explanatory notes. The
introduction draws upon extensive research undertaken in three Canadian archival collections located in
Montreal and Calgary. It provides relevant historical, cultural, and biographical context for the novel. From
hundreds of archival documents, Colin Hill reconstructs a textual history of the novel’s production that
acknowledges the crucial contribution of Dorothy Duncan, who heavily revised the text and assisted
MacLennan behind the scenes. Hill also explores the critical reception of MacLennan’s fiction from the 1930s to
the present.
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